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The hypothesized results would be consistent with previous 

studies of alterations in cognitive and motor abilities that 

support the decrease in cognitive ability as age increases 

(Busacco). 

By using the healthy aging adults’ speech production results 
as a target goal for other healthy older adults and adults with 

age-related disabilities, therapists can create stimulating 

challenges geared to improve cognitive functioning. The 

healthy aging adults serve as a baseline for future research, 

in regards to populations with speech disabilities. 

Comparing the two baseline groups, with various disabled 

groups gives therapists a guideline to follow when aiming to 

improve their abilities.

The foundations for this study will provide future work in 

the field of communication science in individuals with age-

related neurological disorders.

Discussion

It is hypothesized that an increase in cognitive load, in the 

incongruent condition, will result in decreased lower lip 

velocity in both healthy younger and older adults. However, 

in healthy older adults, the difference between conditions 

should be more prominent than in the healthy younger 

adults. Data measurement and analysis are ongoing.

We would like to dedicate our acknowledgment of gratitude 

toward Dr. Megan MacPherson, our supervising professor, 

as well as the other students who collaborated with us in the 

lab. The data was collected from the Speech Motor Control 

Laboratory.
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Participants: Data was collected from 40 participants in two age groups consisting of healthy-aging 

younger adults (22-32 years old) and healthy-aging older adults (68-78 years old). 

Task: Each participant produced multiple repetitions of four sentences in each of the two conditions 

while monitored by machines that recorded their movements and autonomic nervous system.

Example sentence stimuli:

Congruent condition

Pammy and Bobby picked blue, pink, red, and brown poppies with their mommy.

Incongruent condition

Pammy and Bobby picked brown, red, pink, and blue poppies with their mommy.

Target production in both conditions

Pammy and Bobby picked brown, red, pink, and blue poppies with their mommy.

Data collection: Articulatory kinematic data were collected using an Optotrak 3D Investigator 

motion tracking system

Dependent Measures:

•Opening and closing displacements (mm)

•Peak opening and closing velocities (mm/s)

•Opening, closing, and total durations (s)

The data was imported into MATLAB for processing and measurements.• As adults age, motor speech abilities can be affected by both 

central and peripheral changes (Busacco, 1999). Cognitive 

abilities are also affected by the healthy aging process. For 

example, speed of processing and certain executive functions 

are affected (Harada et al., 2013). 

• Previous studies have found that aging results in marked 

declines in both motor performance and cognitive function 

(Busacco, 1999).

• Differences in speaking skill between younger and older 

adults vary based on the individual’s life history, language 
competence, communication environment, and cognitive 

abilities (Brink & McDowd, 1999).

• The purpose of this study is to examine how age and 

cognitive load affect the articulatory dynamics (e.g. velocity 

and displacement of the lower lip) of healthy older adults 

compared to healthy younger adults.

• It is predicted that an increase in cognitive load (in the 

incongruent condition) will result in decreased velocity and 

increased displacement of the lower lip.

• It is expected that these changes will be more significant in 

healthy older adults than in younger adults. 

• This study will provide the foundation for future work that 

examines the effects of cognitive load on the articulatory 

dynamics of individuals with Parkinson’s disease.

Speaking is one of the most complex skills that humans 

perform. The level of demand placed on the speech motor 

performance varies by age and task. The current study, under 

the direction of Dr. Megan MacPherson, seeks to determine 

the effect of increased cognitive demand on the speech motor 

performance of older adults as compared to younger adults. 

Subjects produced sentences in two conditions; congruent 

(low load) and incongruent (high load). In the incongruent 

condition, color words are written in a font color that does not 

match the written word (e.g. blue). This requires the subject to 

inhibit their natural response to read the word in favor of 

saying the font color. The findings aim to describe the effects 

of age and cognitive load condition on measures of 

articulatory dynamics. It is predicted that older adults 

articulatory performance will be more susceptible to the effect 

of increased cognitive difficulty. This study of healthy 

speakers will provide a foundation for future work in 

individuals with age-related neurological disorders. 
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Abstract

Selected open/close sentences have been extracted from Matlab:

Lower lip displacement signal for 

the incongruent “Pammy” sentence

Lower lip velocity signal of 

the word “brown” for the 

incongruent “Pammy” 
sentence.

Lower lip displacement 

signal of the word “brown” 
for the incongruent

“Pammy” sentence.

Lower lip displacement signal for 

the congruent “Pammy” sentence.

Lower lip displacement 

signal of the word “brown” 
for the congruent “Pammy” 
sentence.

Lower lip velocity signal of 

the word “brown” for the 

congruent “Pammy” 
sentence.


